
Flood early warning in France

Where are we ?
Currently, a number of territorial State services are in charge of following the most critical catchments and rivers, going from “slow response” rivers to those subject to very rapid water level rising.  When pre-alert or alert levels are reached, information bulletins are sent to civil safety State authorities.  The bulletins are then broadcast to mayors of the cities concerned by the event, and all necessary assistance to population is provided.  To fulfil their missions, the Flood Alert Services have access to discharge and water levels real-time measurement networks.  Météo-France’s vigilance map and other special bulletins are used as an early warning for Flood Alert Services to get prepared in case of heavy rains forecast.
This system has been working for a long time.  Although it proved to be very useful, it was pointed out from experience that the following points could be improved:
	The information is provided to rescue forces, not directly to citizens.  Recent initiatives have taken place to improve direct communication to the public (eg provision of river state information on the Internet), but they need to be consolidated.  In the case of rapid “Mediterranean” events in particular, the response must come in a very short time.
	Heavy rain does not necessarily mean flooding, and flooding can occur long after the rains have stopped.  The response of soils and rivers to precipitation depends on a number of factors that are not all of a meteorological nature: cumulated rain over the previous days, soil water content, soil nature, geo-morphological characteristics of the basin, etc.  Thus, the meteorological vigilance must be complemented with a flood vigilance.
	The Flood Alert Services are experiencing difficulties in maintaining the required level of competence.  The staff is often not working on a full time basis on flood alert.  The watch is organized by means of obligation : thus, it is not producing daily information but activated only in case of critical event.  
	The Flood Alert Services are lacking a national support to develop forecast tools and implement such a vigilance system.


Towards a prediction and vigilance system
To overcome these weaknesses, a national reorganization was decided with the objective of moving from a flood follow-up and alert system to a flood forecast and prediction system working continuously.  This reorganization is based on two components:
	Implementation of 22 Flood Prediction Services in lieu of the existing 54 Flood Alert Services.
	Creation of a national hydro-meteorological service called Central Hydro-meteorological Service for Flood Prediction Support (CHSFPS).

The CHSFPS, which is a technical service of the direction of Water (ministry of Ecology and Sustainable Development), has been open in September 2003.  Its objectives are threefold:
	To implement a national flood vigilance system intended for both institutionals and the citizens, in the image of the meteorological vigilance map.  Convergence with the meteorological vigilance map will be sought.

To provide a methodology support to the future Flood Prediction Services as regards in particular the development of forecast tools, formation, etc.
To provide a particular operational 24-hour support for those Flood Prediction Services concerned with rapid Mediterranean events.
The last objective, which is already achieved, originated from recurrent catastrophic floods, for example in the Aude in 1999 or in the Gard in 2002.  It was thought necessary to consolidate the operational watch in this case.  
The projects for the creation of the 22 Flood Prediction Services have started.  A preliminary organization should be finalized in the form of master plans by the end of 2003 and the services should be fully operational by 2005 or 2006.  The CHSFPS, as the “national layer” in the new system, will play a key role in the reorganization.  The development of flood forecast will rely on existing software, work or initiatives in the Flood Alert Services and the research community.
The flood vigilance system is being defined by an inter-ministerial working group and should be experimented in 2004.

The presentation will address the challenge of implementing this new system and the state of the art of flood prediction.

